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We refer to our website www.scan-products.com regarding: products, documentation, approvals, dimmer overview, etc. 

Scan Products D T ApS  www.scan-products.com

Zigbee 3.0 App
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Installation instructions
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Reset key for network
pairing, touchlink, factory
reset of the switch, turn

on/off the load

Connect with 8-230V 
push switch

100-240VAC output

Installation
1. Turn power OFF.

DO NOT install with power applied to device.

DO NOT expose the device to moisture.

2. Do wiring according to connection diagram correctly.

3. This Zigbee device is a wireless receiver that communicates with a variety 
of Zigbee compatible systems. This receiver receives and is controlled by 
wireless radio signals from the compatible Zigbee system or push switch 
input.

4. Zigbee network pairing through coordinator or hub (added to a Zigbee 
network)

Step 1: Remove the device from previous Zigbee network if it has already 
been added to, otherwise pairing will fail. Please refer to the part “Factory 
Reset Manually”.

Step 2: From your Zigbee controller or hub interface, choose to add 
lighting device and enter Pairing mode as instructed by the controller.

Step 3: Power on the device, it will be set into network pairing mode (con-
nected light flashes twice slowly), the network pairing mode will last until 
the device is added to a Zigbee network.

Step 4: Connected light will blink 5 times and then stay solid on, then the 
device will appear in your controller’s menu as Scan Products 12501 and 
can be controlled through controller or hub interface.

Other
Setting minimum brightness
Adjust brightness to a desired level from Zigbee hub or switch input, then 
press and hold down “Min. Set” key until connected light flashes, the mini-
mum dimming level is set successfully, then the connected load can only be 
dimmable between this minimum brightness and 100% brightness.

The dimming range of this dimmer is 1 - 100%, but some load types may 
flicker when dimmed to 1%, thus a minimum brightness shall be set higher 
than 1% to avoid flickering during dimming process.

Delete the minimum brightness
Adjust the brightness to 100% from Zigbee hub or controller interface 
or a remote, then press and hold down the “Min. Set” key on the dimmer 
until connected light flashes, which means minimum brightness is deleted 
successfully.

Reset factory settings manually
Note 1: All configuration parameters will be reset after the device is reset or 
removed from the network.

Step 1: Press “Reset” key 5 times or re-power on the device 5 times if the 
“Reset” key is not accessible.

Step 2: Connected light will blink 3 times to indicate successful reset. 

Compatible Zigbee 3.0 Hubs
• Philips Hue

• Samsung SmartThings

• SmartLife 

Input voltage Output Voltage Output Current Size (LxWxH)

100-240VAC 100-240VAC 1.5A max 45.5x45x20 mm

Product data

Compatible loads

Wiring diagram

Load symbol Load type Maximum load

Dimmable
LED light sources and

electronic transformers
200W

Incandescent lighting,
Halogen lamps

400W
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